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Since, sometimes some Ambassadors of Peace keep asking us, what they could do in practical way on the 
ground, this time we organized an event were we could say exactly what is an Ambassador for Peace and 
witch kind of activities we do and they can do National and Internationally. Our purpose was to captivate 
the attention of them to their potential as persons/leaders, to give them reasons to use this potential as 
P.A. in their own field of actuation/profession. As we needed to show them what they really could do 
besides our theoretical content, we invite to give testimony 3 of our more active P.A., and give them ideas 
about activities they already collaborated or even initiated and ask the support of UPF/WFWP. Most of 
the PA that showed up were already a little bit outlying, but were very interested and expectable to know 
what different content we would present.  
  
We could make 3 new PA and in the end, with all of them we made a Brainstorming inter-motivational, 
i.e., a free discussion of ideas and initiatives each one could eventually contribute to help as a PA to 
expand the UPF&WFWP in Portugal. It was very nice that we could have very good feedback, like we were 
expecting, as they could give several nice and reachable ideas of projects and initiatives to implement.  
We could also speak, more clearly for the first time, a little bit about our intend to create a National Peace 
Council with PA, trying to have more social intervention and become step by step more known by our 
public initiatives, and 6 of PA gave already their names to become part of it. We will develop better this 
objective till next encounter in September.   
  
God Bless our True Parent`s & True Family works, through all member`s efforts and determination 
towards Foundation Day 2013. 
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